C. S. Johnson
2016
Time & Location:
Student Conference:

Math 259—PRECALCULUS with TRIGONOMETRY (#1419)-6 units

Spring

MTWTh 8:00 – 9:25 a.m., MS 101
Location: MS 104 (A), telephone: (818) 947-2857, email: johnsocs@lavc.edu
Hours: MTWTh 10:50-11:20 a.m., 12:30-1:00 p.m., and 2:55-3:40 p.m.

Course Objectives: A precalculus course in college algebra, trigonometry, and analytic geometry to prepare students
for calculus (Math 265-267) and related topics.
Course Student Learning Outcomes: Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:
- Think analytically at a level that will prepare them for calculus
- Graph relations.
Prerequisites: Math 125 and 120 with grades of C or better, or appropriate skill level demonstrated through the math
placement process.
Text: M. Sullivan, Precalculus, either 10th ed., 2015, Pearson Pub., or 9th ed., 2012 or 8th ed., 2008, Pearson Prentice
Hall Pub., or 7th ed., 2005, Prentice Hall Pub.
Recommended: the accompanying workbook and scientific calculator
(Graphing or programmable calculators, cell phones, electronic devices, etc. are not allowed during testing.)
Course Outline and Test/Exam Schedule:*
I. Algebra Review, Graphs and Functions...........................................................Test (Unit I) (50 pts.)
II. Math Induction, Theory of Polynomial Functions…..……………………….Test (Unit II) (50 pts.)
III. Systems of Equations, Matrices, Series, Binomial Theorem…………………Test (Unit III) (50 pts.)
IV. Exponential and Logarithmic Functions
V. The Trigonometric Functions………………………………...….….………..Exam (Units IV, V part) (75 pts.)
Exam (Unit V rest) (75 pts.)
VI. Analytic Geometry…………………………………………………………...Test (Unit VI) (50 pts.)
Review and Applications..................................................Comprehensive Final Examination (250 pts.)
Homework: There will be daily homework assignments as necessary tools of learning and self-assessment. They
need not be routinely graded, but should be maintained in a “Homework” notebook (possibly loose-leaf) separate from
a “Class Notes” notebook. If your test performance near the end of the term is below 60%, your Class Notes and
Homework notebooks may be graded, and if complete and sufficiently organized, indicating a potential source of
future learning (see (1), back side) could boost your class grade.
Evaluation:* The four tests and two exams will be “free-response” and diagnostic as well as measures of your
progress in conceptual understanding. Each will be announced at least two class days in advance and will cover any
class and homework material in its unit(s) and possibly retest previous frequently missed material. A portion of some
test/exam(s) might be “take-home”. The final exam will also be “free-response”, but will measure an integrated
comprehension of the entire course. The score of a missed test/exam will be “0”. Your net score will be the sum of all
your test/exam scores minus the lowest six out of the twenty four 25 point worth fractions of test/exam scores.** It
will be out of a possible 18x25=450 points. Your final grade will then depend primarily on percent scale***,
secondarily on class curve based on scores of students who remain through the final exam, and thirdly on “natural
breaks” in final tally, quantity of material covered in class, your class participation, and in case of test performance
below 60%, the quality of your Class Notes and Homework notebooks (see (1) on back side).
Academic Honesty: Every student should possess a student photo I.D. card, especially on test/exam days. Cheating
(any unauthorized collaboration or procuring of information), or conduct resembling cheating, such as “wondering
eyes”, hiding face or eyes, whispering/chatting, gesturing, use of cell phone or other electronic device, unauthorized
exiting from classroom, etc., is grounds for a “0” score and recording on file in the Mathematics Department and with
the Associate Dean of Student Services. See Student Code of Conduct regarding academic dishonesty.
__________________________________

*
**

Subject to change if announced by instructor.

*** An average percentage (net score divided by 450) of at least: 90% guarantees an A grade, 77% guarantees
at least B, 60% at least C, and 40% at least D. (Scale due to the comprehensive coverage of the testing.)
(OVER)

(Continued from other side)
Accommodations: If you have a disability and qualify for classroom accommodation through the SSD office
(Student Services Annex, telephone (818) 947-2681 or 2680), please see me to discuss arrangements.
Adding or Auditing the Class: Last day to add or audit is Friday, February 19, 2016.
Attendance: Any absence on the first day, or on both the second and third days, or a total of five unexcused absences
warrants (but does not assure) exclusion from roster. Three tardies (late entrance or early exit) count as one absence.
Withdrawal from Class: Voluntary withdrawal must be made through Admissions via internet by
Sunday, February 21, 2016 without incurring fees, with refund of enrollment fees, and without a “W”
Sunday, May 8, 2016 with a “W”.
FAILURE TO WITHDRAW ON TIME MAY RESULT IN A GRADE OF “F” IN THE CLASS.
Academic Calendar: Your Final Exam will be during Week 16 at a time to be announced. For the calendar of
holidays and non-instruction days, see LAVC website or announcement in class.
Financial Aid: Available at Financial Aid Office in the Student Services Center, telephone (818) 947-2412,
http://www.lavc.edu/financialaid/index.html.
Daily Routine and Classroom Decorum: Most class sessions other than test days will begin with answering
questions on homework or lecture/discussion as needed and as time permits. The bulk of the session will then
be devoted to covering new material. Any student engaging in classroom behavior which is disruptive or
distracting (e.g., side conversation, use of cell phone, audio or other electronic device, etc.) is subject to being
barred from the class for up to two sessions and subject to administrative disciplinary action.
Recommendations for Maximum Success: Learning mathematics involves active engagement. The following
guidelines will likely prove helpful:
(1) Maintain two notebooks:**** One for “Class Notes” and the second for “Homework”, possibly loose-leaf. In
the first notebook, take legible and complete notes, organized by topic, on lecture/discussion. The basic content
of the course will then be found all in one place. Using this notebook just for class note taking avoids the
discontinuity due to homework efforts, and facilitates review and preparation for testing. Take complete notes
even when you believe that lecture/discussion moves too fast for “instant understanding”. Real learning comes
only upon reviewing the material and applying the concepts. On a nightly basis reviewing at least the present
day’s class notes before beginning homework assignments should help you “tune into” the concepts needed for
the assignments. Maintaining legible, complete and organized homework efforts in the “Homework” notebook
can help you track your progress in conceptual understanding. Homework efforts may contain “scratch outs”, as
they represent efforts needing re-examination. One gage of your progress is the extent to which you can work
the “harder” exercises independent of text and notes. Your class notes and homework notebooks may be graded
near the end of the term in case of test performance below 60%.
(2) To facilitate classroom discussion of homework and to be first to be heard with your questions: Before class
begins, pose your question or problem on the board together with your attempted solution. Start at the left of the
board and allow space for the solution. Up to four or five students can pose problems on the board this way.
This process may bring you answers from classmates before I come in. It can also help me (or classmates) zoom
into your difficulty by “spotting” your error.
(3) The “vertical” nature of mathematics (interdependency of topics) necessitates that you avoid gaps in
understanding. So try to get acquainted with at least two classmates who can update you in case you miss a class
session. Such classmates might also become good study mates.
(4) On average, success in college mathematics entails spending at least twice as much time outside of class on
homework and review as scheduled in-class time. Consider this in planning your schedule in light of other
commitments (employment, family, etc.).
_________________
**** Recommendation (1) becomes a necessary means for possible grade boost in case of test performance below 60%.

